A concept of "a prime ideal" in a commutative ring is extended to a general ring such that it properly includes the class of maximal one sided ideals. Such a right (or left) ideal is called almost maximal. The main theorems in the present paper are as follows:
Proof. Suppose I is almost maximal. By (AI), (i) and (ii) are true. To see (iii), assume Ann(m)C7.
Let m = a+I such that aEILet J = Ann(m). If xEI such that axEI then a(J;./V(7). Hence by (iii) there exists yER\I such that aiy -i)EI for some iEI-Therefore y -iEJEI and yEI-This is impossible. Thus ZCAnn(w).
Conversely, suppose R\I satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Let a, bER\I-Then by (i) there exist ri and r2 in R such that mri = mr<!,; i.e., ar\ = bri mod I. Now by (ii) there exists rER such that Ann(mrir)=I = Ann(wr2f).
Hence ar\r=ari.r=-c mod I for some c£A* (7) . Now let aER\I such that of£iV(/). Then Ann (a+7) 3)/. Hence by (iii) Ann (a+7) (£7. Let xEAnn(a+I) such that xEI and let iEI such that aiEI-Then ax=ai mod I.
Corollary.
If I is a maximal modular right ideal then I is almost maximal.
Proof. The right P-module R/I is simple, and it trivially satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.0. Thus 7 is almost maximal.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring and I be a right ideal such that I^R.
Then I is an almost maximal right ideal if and only if (i) I is irreducible in the sense that if A and B are right ideals such that ADI, TO 7, A^I and B^1 then AC\Bj^I.
(ii) if a"1! contains I properly for some aER then aEI, (iii) if J is a right ideal of R which properly contains I and aER, then, IEa~xJ implies a"1 J properly contains I, (iv) if J is a right ideal which contains I properly then N(I)r\J^I.
Proof. Suppose I is almost maximal. We observe that (i) and (iv) are direct consequence of (AI). To see ( So suppose tc is a zero homomorphism. Then eEJ and J/I is a nonzero submodule of R/I. Hence by hypothesis, there exists a nonzero/GHomij(P/P R/I) such that f(R/I)EJ/I. Let xER\I such that xR(£l. Then f(x + I)^0 since the kernel of/ is zero and hence f(x+I) =j + 1 for some jEJ\I-Therefore/(x+7)P = 0 and xREI-This is impossible. Thus tc is not a zero homomorphism and cEN*(I). 3. Lemma 3.1. Let R be a semiprime right Goldie ring. Then every almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal if and only if R is a semisimple artinian ring.
Proof.
If R is a semisimple artinian ring then every module is injective. Hence if I is an almost maximal right ideal of R such that R/I contains a nonzero submodule then it must be a direct summand of R/I. Since every pair of nonzero submodules of R/I has a nonzero intersection by (i) of Lemma 2.1, R/I has no direct summand except zero and itself. Thus R/I is simple and / is a maximal right ideal of P. Conversely, assume that every almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal. Let U be a uniform right ideal of P. By Remark 2.4, if O^xE U then (x)r is an almost maximal right ideal of P, hence it is maximal. Therefore xR is a minimal right ideal of P. This is true for any Oj^xEU and U is uniform, U must be a minimal right ideal. there exist rx, r2 and cGA* (7) such that arx=br2=-c mod I. This means that arx-br2 = c2 mod I since N(I)/I is a ring and c2EI-This is impossible since c2GA*(7) and N*(I)C\I= 0. Proof. Straightforward. (i) R is right noetherian and every almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal.
(ii) R is right artinian.
Proof. Assume (ii). Then R is right noetherian (refer [l, Theorem 15, p. 48]). Let r(R) be the prime radical of R, that is, the intersection of prime ideals in R. If 7 is an almost maximal right ideal of R then I~)r(R) by Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 3.3, I/r(R) is an almost maximal right ideal of R/r(R).
Since R/r(R) is semisimple artinian, by Lemma 3.1, I/r(R) is a maximal right ideal of R/r(R). Hence 7 is a maximal right ideal of R. Conversely, assume (i). Since any almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal and R/r(R) is right noetherian, by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1, R/r(R) is semisimple artinian. Therefore J(R), the Jacobson radical of R, is equal to r(R) and J(R) is an nil ideal. Since R is right noetherian and J(R) is nil, J(R) is nilpotent. Therefore by [2, Theorem (S. U. Chase), p. 189], P is right artinian.
Proposition 3.5. If R is a strongly regular ring (i.e. if aER then there is xER such that a2x = axa = a) then an almost maximal right ideal of R is maximal.
If R is a strongly regular ring then for any aER, aR is generated by a central idempotent element. Hence any right ideal of P is an ideal. Hence if 7 is an almost maximal right ideal of R then N(I) =R and P/7 is isomorphic to a subring of HomB(P/7, P/7) which is an integral domain by Theorem 2.3. Now if aER\I then there is xER such that axER\I and (ax)(ax)=ax. Therefore, the map: tax(r+1) = axr+1 lor any rER is the identity map since 0 9^taxEHomR(R/I, R/I) and t2ax = tax. Therefore P/7 is a division ring and 7 is maximal.
